The BCS-formula for the energy gap AE is extended to include the magnetic exchange interaction of electrons with holes. With the improved expression for AE the transition temperatures of A15-structures are computed and found to be in a satisfactory agreement with the experimental values.
Theories based on the assumption of an energy gap have met with great success, particularly in explaining characteristic properties of superconductors such as the exponential disappearance of the electronic specific heat and the phase transition between the superconducting and the normal conducting state in a magnetic field, cf. e. g. [8, 9] . There are, however, other important questions which these theories Reprint requests to Prof. Dr. H. Welker, Föhrenweg 5, D-8520 Erlangen.
have as yet not been able to answer in a satisfactory way, for example that of infinite conductivity and the occurrance of superconductivity in elements and compounds, nor can the critical temperatures be correctly predicted, cf. e.g. [10 -12] . For these reasons the author has modified and extended the BCS formula for AE to include the magnetic exchange interaction term AEm&gn and a subtractive Coulomb interaction term /l£coulred. Presently an explicit expression for each of the three terms can be given: The occurance of n and p in the equation indicates that doubly charged Cooper pairs have been replaced by neutral electron-hole pairs. The new pair concept allows also to modify the original BCS expression for zf£iatvjl)r. The interaction of the electron-hole pairs with the lattice waves, as presently expressed in a crude approximation of the complex behaviour of lattice vibrations by the zeropoint energy \ h co or one force constant and the atomic mass, can be calculated in a classical physical way. This method avoids the typical BCS-factor exp( -1/NV) with its inherent parameters I and ju*, which are difficult to calculate. This does not mean that the BCS-theory is incorrect. The idea of AEC0Ul re(i. In this case it is particularly easy to estimate the transition temperatures which, for the most part, can be attributed to the magnetic exchange interaction and show almost no isotope effect [13] . The physical meaning of the magnetic interaction is AEmagn = 2(e 2 /'<5) (v/c) 2 , where <5 = (6 h/vt) ~1 /3 and v is the maximum translatory zero-point velocity of electrons or holes, respectively. The required information about this velocity can be easily obtained by a pseudopotential method in its simplest form, which is mathematically analogous to the old theory of the dielectric constant as derived by Clausius and Mosotti [14] . With this method, a satisfactory agreement between theoretical [15] and experimental [16, 17] The author considers the intra band symmetry, a special property of the "tight binding approximation" of the electron theory of metals [21, 22] More precisely we should also speak of defect-electron -delta-electron pairs (or the reverse) or, more concisely, hole-electron pairs (or the reverse).
The momentum of an electron-hole pair is zero, its electrical current is, however, twice the zero-point current of a single electron. Electron-hole pairs, in so far as they can be attributed to lattice interactions, and Cooper pairs exhibit the isotope effect [24] . For the Doll-Naebauer effect [25, 26] the doubled current appears in place of the doubled charge. Due to the double charge, the Cooper pairs as a unit will be scattered four times more strongly than a single electron -the electrical resistance should be raised by a factor four -whereas with neutral electron-hole pairs scattering processes become insignificant and true superconduction is possible.
In a subsequent paper detailed information about the improved theory will be given.
